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with the characters all so forgettable, it's the music that really brings black adam alive. the score is a
major part of what makes shazam! stand out from other dc films, and it's a treat to hear how the

filmmakers used it to put black adam's story in a more personal, emotional direction. black adam will
definitely be a force to be reckoned with in the dceu moving forward, and will no doubt play a major

role in future films like black adam, which will be released in 2022 and 2023. while we are still
waiting for news on the fate of wonder woman, black adam seems like the perfect dc film to fill the

slot, and it will be interesting to see how the dceu changes as a result of this film. we are still waiting
for news on wonder woman, batgirl, and the flash, and dc will likely have to wait until shazam!

reaches cinemas before we learn more about the status of these films, but we do have a unique film
in the pipeline in black adam that will give us a unique character to add to the pantheon of dc

heroes. billy batson aka captain marvel aka shazam must be one of the most likable superheroes in
all of the dc universe. in superman/shazam!: the return of black adam, we see the kind and

compassionate young billy transform into the amusing, can't quite believe who he is -- i can fly! --
captain marvel for the first time. it's a well-paced movie with billy's personality quickly laid out

before the crashing and banging begins. of which there is a lot. we're even treated to a super-quick
flashback sequence that fills in various gaps to billy's backstory, which should prove helpful to those

unfamiliar with the character's comic book origins. and all this in the space of just 25 minutes.
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the film features an impressive voice cast including batman v superman: dawn of justice star ben
affleck as well as argo and the town star george newbern, jerry o'connell as superman, arnold vosloo

as black adam, john dimaggio as flash, tony amendola as the voice of hawkman, kevin michael
richardson as dr. fate, and tom kenny as shazam. other noteworthy voices include jason o'mara as
cyborg superman, james remar as captain marvel, and brad william henke as a young billy batson.

the film also features the middle star spencer grammer in a small role. black adam also stars
alongside rosario dawson as star sapphire, jackie earl haley as black adam's sidekick and

"conscience", alex rocco as the main villain, the spirit of mephisto, and julius harris as the spirit of
truth. the superman/shazam! short was written by jeff lagunas and directed by william hanna and

joseph barbera. the film is based on the original shazam! comic book first published in 1954, which
was created by writer and artist curt swan. it features a score by jefferson trent and the voice talents

of chad michael murray, nicholas d'agosto , spencer grammer, dave franco, and tony revolori. the
film is also notable for using the music from the shazam! theme song that was released in 2014,

featuring the voice talents of jackie evancho and dalton harris. the short was released as a special
feature on the shazam! home media release in june 2014. additional bonus features include a music

video for the shazam! theme song, an animated segment showing billy's origin, and batman: the
brave and the bold episode superman/shazam! the return of black adam, which was released in

2015. 5ec8ef588b
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